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An electrical ... exam (0 credits). All students are expected to attend Graduate Seminar (EEEE-795) every semester they are on campus. The MS in electrical engineering prepares graduate students to: ...
Electrical Engineering Master of science degree
A common assumption among a majority of the end-users of sensors is that solids can be reliably tracked only by using a costly technology, like radar, or by derating the distance of an ultrasonic ...
Debunking Myths Surrounding Ultrasonic Sensor Reliability
Telecommunications transmissions, right from radio and television to the internet, are only data transmitted by light waves and changed into electrical ... useful for industrial applications. It’s ...
Tiny, Flexible Nanoribbons Could Move Graphene Toward Telecommunication Applications
In a study published in ACS Photonics ... with here and giant six-inch wafers useful for industrial applications. It’s very easy to scale up.” With the devices fabricated, the researchers could then ...
Flexible, easy-to-scale nanoribbons move graphene toward use in tech applications
a 2005 study of 156 satellite failures found that AOCS (including gyroscopes, momentum wheels, and thrusters) and power systems were responsible for more than half of failures, with mechanical ...
Just how resilient are satellites?
CBS2 is holding in-depth conversations with the 2021 New York City mayoral candidates. We are asking each of them the same questions, so you can compare. Here’s Marcia Kramer’s interview with ...
Candidate Conversations: Fernando Mateo
covers the basic principles of design and manufacture with the opportunity to get hands on with industrial ... design study. develops your awareness and advanced knowledge of both the theory and ...
Electrical and Electronic BEng/MEng Modules
RIT's undergraduate microelectronics engineering laboratories, which include modern integrated circuit fabrication (clean room) and test facilities ... department of electrical and microelectronic ...
Microelectronic Engineering Bachelor of science degree
In addition to hardness, diamond has other unique properties, which include high thermal conductivity, low thermal expansion, chemical inertness, high electrical resistivity, broad optical ...
Synthetic diamond – secret facets for endless possibilities
"The signatures, as predicted by our theoretical study ... industrial applications of Energy Recovery Linacs by using better computer chips, by being cured in radiation therapy centers that guide ...
The future of particle accelerators is here
Throughout this process, there has been an increased complexity in how we wrought our world, from the Neolithic to the Industrial Age ... civil, electrical and mechanical. These areas have ...
CEO shares a recipe for success
The Winix 5500-2 is an exceptional performer; its stark look, lack of a display shutoff, and slightly higher electrical ... We test purifiers in real-world conditions, using guide author Tim ...
The Best Air Purifier
One of the major problems is the discharge of sewage water and industrial wastes to agricultural ... The soil used in this study was sampled to a depth of 15 cm from agricultural fields in ...
Humic + Fulvic acid mitigated Cd adverse effects on plant growth, physiology and biochemical properties of garden cress
Prior to that he was a Credit Analyst with the Mizuho Corporate Bank and Industrial Bank of Japan ... adoption of FFR guidewires. The FAME 1 study clearly placed FFR on the map.
Opsens: The Making Of A Diversified Medical Technology Company
The results indicated that, while the test optimised diets were broadly similar ... PhD, lead author of the study. "This tool was developed to guide individuals in building their own personal diets ...
Eating according to geography and season could be key to sustainable diets
“We did test ... study of the impact of Rb doping and 2D/3D heterostructures to better understand the structure of these films and how this structure impacts PV performance to better guide ...
Doping and capping promise perovskite stability
They test local water, and fish ... The scientists there have dealt with invasive clams clogging up the waterworks of electrical plants. They've annoyed fish with noise to see if it would ...
How artificial streams inside this Oak Ridge lab are making our nation's water safer
In a study published ... six-inch wafers useful for industrial applications. It's very easy to scale up." With the devices fabricated, the researchers could then test how the ribbons interacted ...
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